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• Problem Statement

Nowadays, a variety of research areas such as remote sensing

systems, satellites for disaster resiliency, and 4K/8K video transmission

systems require high-speed data transfer over long-distance networks.

Several data transfer protocols, which are based on either transmission

control protocol (TCP) or user datagram protocol (UDP), have been

introduced for high bandwidth networks. However, only a few protocols

have ever succeeded in higher throughput than 10 Gbps in long-distance

networks with packet loss, thus many effective applications have not yet

introduced in these networks.

• Our Contributions

We develop two techniques for high-speed data transfer for long-

distance networks with packet loss. The first is a novel high-speed data

transfer protocol, named high-performance and flexible protocol

(HpFP). The second is a wide area network (WAN) optimization and

acceleration, named xTCP.

Overview

• WAN Optimization and Acceleration (TCP)

• Optimize bandwidth to improve the end user's experience on a

WAN

• Operation in four different modes

- Aggressive mode: to maximize its own throughput without

regard to fairness or network stability

- Fair mode (normal): to maintain the fairness among all network

connections and balance the speed of each network connection

by gradually increasing the amount of data transmitted until it

finds the network’s maximum carrying capacity

- Fair mode with quick start: to improve the properties of fair

mode by providing a fast and stable experience

- Modest mode: to improve the estimation of the fair transmission

rate and prevent the rate oscillation which is occurred by the

aggressive mode

xTCP

• Built on the top of UDP

• Connection-oriented and reliable stream-type protocol

• Socket library working on user lands

• Supported on both Windows and Linux platforms

• Applications: hperf and hcp

HpFP

JHPCN Experiment

Fig. 1 Overview of HpFP controls

• Bandwidth: 1 - 10 Gbps

• RTT: 2 - 18 ms

• Throughput can be improved using HpFP and xTCP.

Table 2 Throughput improvement ratio of xTCP over TCP (CUBIC)

• Future works

- Finish the experiments of all members of JHPCN

- Improve the performance of xTCP

Laboratory Experiment

Fig. 2 Throughputs of TCP, HpFP, and xTCP

• HpFP and xTCP achieve better performance than TCP in network

with packet loss.

Table 1 Throughput improvement ratio of HpFP over TCP (CUBIC)
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Bandwidth: 10 Gbps, RTT: 10 ms
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